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Sukhi Barber makes sculptures of the body, cast in the
elemental material of the foundry. These subtle and
sensitive bronze symbols of meditation, derived from
the artist’s long immersion in the artistic and spiritual
culture of the Indian subcontinent, investigate motifs of
transcendence and transformation.
Bae Joonsung is an award-winning, South Korean artist.
He converts his paintings to ‘lenticular’ prints, which allow
another image to be revealed as the viewer changes
their angle of vision. Making reference to well-known
historical paintings, his pictures flip teasingly between
past and present, reality and artifice, the clothed and
the naked.

NEIL DOUGLAS | Jacaranda 1 | 2018 | Oil on canvas | 101.5 x 101.5 cm (40 x 40 in)

Iain Faulkner, recently appointed an ‘ambassador for
Scotland’ for The Prince’s Trust, is an expert composer
of the ‘mise-en-scène’. Typically, his compositions
feature a solitary male at ease in an intriguing setting,
as if enjoying a strategic interlude. These ‘illustrated
pauses’ hint at unknown potential and the possibility of
explosive action.
In keeping with The Albemarle’s tradition, these artists
hold to a belief in a heightened form of representational
reality, one that effectively and seductively projects
their ideas. These are virtuoso performances that bring
delight to the eye and stimulation to the mind.
SUKHI BARBER | Beatific Blaze | 2018 | Bronze | 32 x 25 x 18 cm (13 x 10 x 8 in)

IAIN FAULKNER | Wanderer, Sanna Sands | 2018
Oil on canvas | 51 x 51 cm (20 x 20 in)

BAE JOONSUNG | The Costume of Painter – Doodling on the wall S, little girl, a square
2012 | Lenticular, ed. of 7 | 80 x 80 cm (31 x 31 in)
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